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Stem cell therapy is
a Revolution for anti
aging: Dr Sharda Jain
In 21st century, stem cell therapy
is a revolution for anti-aging. It
enables us to slow, halt, secure
and recover. It enhances our
stamina, personality and
memory. The therapy provides
the latest stem cells treatments
and procedures to rejuvenate
your face, body, organs and
increase the feeling of well
being, says Dr Sharda Jain,
Secretary General of
Delhi Gynae Forum.
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treatments, anti
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aging products
ability to replicate itself, repair the
and anti-aging procedures have
come and gone with limited success, system and differentiates into many
cell types says Dr Prabhu Mishra,
but nothing stayed. This time the
CEO, StemGenn Therapeutics.
stem cell therapy has come to stay
Stem cells grow and replace a wide
with permanent solution to aging,
range of body cell types. Mishra
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this direction, the American
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Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine
Therefore by incorporating these
has come up with some new secrets
cells we could rejuvenate the organs
of anti-aging, she says.
According to these secrets, in the and hence reverse the aging process.
These cells for example could
process of aging, 50 percent it is
repair heart tissue after a heart attack,
about the lifestyle. Therefore by
changing our lifestyle drastically we heal wounds effectively, produce
insulin for individuals with diabetes
could be healthy for long time.
type I and II and also helpful in
Drastic lifestyle changes includes
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According to this study,
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till 2050 people could be
able to lead a healthy life up to
Steps of a stem cell therapy
hundred years because of the
! Make an appointment to meet
developments in the medical fields,
stem cell therapy expert.
especially in stem cells therapy.
! Before the therapy, the experts
About aging: Aging is a complex
do complete screening to
ensure fitness and suitability.
process in which cells become
! After your fitness report the
progressively damaged over time,
expert suggests a convenient
date for the therapy.
and die. As we age, less and less of
! The final step is the actual
those cells are replace and we
transplantation of the live stem
slowly decay.
cell into the body.
! The effectiveness of the therapy
Signs of aging:
can be experienced within just
The signs of aging generally
few hours.
start at 40, earlier for smokers, who
have been under stress and in
Benefits of SCT
contacts with toxic particles. The
! Feeling of rejuvenation
signs of aging are: loss of memory,
! Better mental clarity
! Thickening of hair
poor concentration, loss of energy,
! Increase libido
general fatigue, tiredness, wrinkles,
! Better skin texture
age spots, general aches and pains,
! Better sleep
! Improved endurance
loss of hair, loss of skin texture,
! Improved strength
insomnia, reduces sex drive, mood
! Better metabolism
! Improvement in renal (kidney)
swings, and degenerative disease.
function
During stem cells treatment a
! Improved hormone level
patient receives 200 - 300 billion
! Overall wellbeing
stem cells that in turn mean trillion
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For more information and query you can write: contact@stemgenn.com

People participate in a May Day programme organised at Shalimar Bagh of Delhi

Provisional
recognition given
to 800 Delhi
schools, HC told
NEW DELHI: The Delhi High Court
was on Thursday informed by the city
government’s education department
that it has surveyed unauthorised and
unrecognised elementary-level
schools in the national capital and
granted provisional recognition
certificates to 800 such institutions.
A division bench of Chief Justice
G. Rohini and Justice R.S. Endlaw was
also informed by the city government
that 300 applications were pending
before it for consideration. In 2013, a
circular was issued asking all
unrecognised elementary-level
schools to get recognised by the Delhi
government, it said.
"The department in pursuance of
the court’s directions conducted
surveys of the unrecognised schools of
Delhi and till date (has) given
provisional recognition to almost 800
schools with conditions of
recognitions as laid down under the
Delhi School Education Act and Rules
1973 and other relevant provisions,"
said an affidavit submitted by the
Delhi government. The government
said it has started asking pre-primary
schools, play schools, creches to get

The govt said it has started asking
pre-primary schools, play schools,
creches to get recognised by it. It
also added, apart from the schools,
situated on Govt land at concessional
rates, the dept has also decided to
monitor schools, play schools and
creches situated on private land, to
have parity in matters dealing with
these institutions.

recognised by it. It also added that
apart from the schools, situated on land
given by the government at
concessional rates, the department has
also decided to monitor schools, play
schools and creches situated on private
land, to have parity in matters dealing
with these institutions. The court was
hearing a public interest litigation filed
by NGO Social Jurist, which said that
despite the court’s 2008 order that no
unrecognised school should be
allowed to run in Delhi, the directorate
of education has done nothing to
ensure this, resulting in "continuous
existence and mushrooming of
hundreds of unauthorised, unsafe and
unrecognised play schools and preprimary schools in Delhi".
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More than 150
institutions to
participate in Delhi
education fair
NEW DELHI: Bringing
together education counsellors
from over 150 top educational
institutions from across India, a
two-day education fair will be
organised here from May 9, it
was announced on Thursday.
Organised by ’Afairs’ at Pragati
Maidan, the fair will offer
students an opportunity to meet
directly with admission
authorities of over 150
universities, colleges and
educational institutions from
Delhi, Bangalore, Chandigarh,
Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad and
other cities.
"It is being organised to serve
as a time and cost effective
platform for 15,000 parents and
students who are expected to
attend the fair," said Sanjeev
Boila, founder of Afairs.
"Prospects shall be able to access
multiple institutions ’under one
roof."
Afairs has already travelled
over 10 countries around the
world inviting foreign students to
pursue courses in information
technology, yoga, mathematics
and other subjects in India. India
has over 700 universities and
around 3,600 degree colleges
including 48 central universities,
116 Indian Institutes of
Technology and 30 National
Institutes Of Technology.
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